
Precision tongs for handling delicate items, foods  
and herbs, and arranging them on dishes and plates 

with the utmost care and attention to detail.

They feature polypropylene pads on each arm,  
thus offering the ultimate in comfort.  

The pads are injected directly onto each arm  
to provide a firm grip and ensure optimal hygiene.

Four versions:  
Straight tongs, 16 and 22 cm 
Curved tongs, 16 and 22 cm 

Recommended retail price: from €8

New in 2019
DOLCE   VITA, bold and efficient

DRESS   CLASS, perfect plating

This set of four steak knives features  
a quirky design and combines cutting 
efficiency with aesthetics and comfort  
of use. The ABS handles are injected directly 
onto the micro-mixed serrated blades for 
perfect sealing and optimum strength.  
Each is available in black, plus one other 
colour specific to the knife. 

Virages: The tang’s wave pattern is visible 
along the back of the handle: a unique 
design and excellent stability on the table.
Available in black and ivory

Malice: original in that the blade tang  
is visible beneath the guard.  
Available in black and petrol blue

Stable: sits firmly on the table and looks perfect!  
Available in black and red

Index: the index finger position is ideal, 
making for maximum efficiency and comfort.  
Available in black and slate grey

Each knife is sold in a set of six 
Recommended retail price:  
€58.34 (for a set of six)
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This collection of seven serving utensils  
with a distinctive “silversmithed” band is perfect  
for prestigious events, hotel buffets, gourmet 
restaurants and even private parties.

Made of 18/8 stainless steel and tastefully finished, 
Empire Café combines high quality with modern  
and elegant lines. The seven utensils, including  
a serving spoon, pie server, appetizer/salad fork and 
spoon set, ladle, sauce ladle and serving tongs with  
a mirror polished finish, feature the Stop Glisse® 
“smart” handle that prevents them from sliding  
off the edge of dishes (a patented Déglon design).

Recommended retail price: from €29.40

“Deg Sharp” is a clever, pocket-sized 
sharpener to take everywhere to give 
knives a razor-sharp edge in no time. 
The two tungsten carbide blades will 
automatically position the knife at exactly 
the right angle to ensure smooth, easy 
sharpening. The finger guard protects the 
users from the blades to prevent injury.

The non-slip base and oval shape  
keep the sharpener firmly in place  
on the worktop during use. 

Recommended retail price: €12

Grate and zest safely and smoothly 
with the new multi-purpose food 

pusher by Déglon.

The “Push Food” pusher can  
be adjusted to fit graters of all widths, 

thanks to its sliding hooks. With 
Push Food, to grate is safely (fingers 
are protected), smoothly (the pusher 
slides) and easily. It is large enough  

to grate good-sized pieces of food,  
or to cut the whole food item into pieces.

Recommended retail price: €9.45

EMPIRE   CAFÉ, everyday luxury

PUSH   FOOD, the universal pusher

DEG   SHARP,  
the pocket-sized sharpener


